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Abstract: This paper uses the incomplete information dynamic game equilibrium analysis and the 

reversion induction to solve the Nash equilibrium, mainly analysize the interest balanced mechanism of 

full circulation. It found: before full circulation it has the widespread problem of adverse selection in M & 

A of listed companies. Especially in the state-owned enterprise merger and acquisition it is more serious; 

after full circulation the pricing mechanism tends the marketability and the purchase side favors the value 

support strategy. Adverse selection problem is to be effectively controlled and the merger and acquisition 

efficiency can improve. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the full circulation, the marketization 

-oriented pricing mechanism of Chinese capital 

market has been gradually improved, and thence a 

new wave of acquisitions and mergers in the capital 

market has been triggered. The study on the 

characteristics of the change in the principal merger 

and acquisition behaviors and their earnings game 

equilibrium is one of worthy discussion focuses in the 

academic circles.  

On the aspect of the study method, most of 

scholars at home and aboard adopted the event study 

method and the finance-accounting method to conduct 

the study on efficiency and cause of merger and 

acquisitions. Till 1980s, scholars at home and abroad 

started to introduce the game theory to study 

behaviors and efficiency of merger and acquisitions; 

which become a mainstream tool for the study of 

acquisition and reorganization and some valuable 

achievements have been obtained therefrom [1]. 

Scholars in China make a further study on the 

behaviors of merger and acquisitions. On one hand, 

the study on the behaviors of merger and acquisitions 

is conducted on the basis of the new characteristics of 

the merger and acquisition market in the 

full-circulation era, for instance the study on the 

behavioral characteristics of merger and acquisitions 

in the network externality characteristic industry; on 

the other hand, some scholars studies the issue how 

the reform of non-tradable shares (namely the reform 

for the fundamental system of the capital market) 

impacts the behaviors of both parties in the merger 

and acquisitions market [2]. On the basis of the 

previous research achievements, the author adopted 

the dynamic game model of the two-stage completion 

information to study the new change in the merger 

and acquisition behaviors of listed company and its 

earnings game equilibrium mechanism since the 

full-circulation era. This paper contains some original 

views and has certain research value. 

II. METHODS 

In this paper, the complete information dynamic 

game model was established to analyze the interest 

game equilibrium mechanism of both M&A parties 

[3], and the Nash equilibrium was solved by the 

backward induction method. 

(1) Complete information’s dynamic game model. 

In a dynamic game, there is a sequence for the 

behaviors of participants, and the later actor can 

observe the action of the previous actors before 

making action. The extensive-form representation can 

be adopted to describe and analyze the dynamic game, 

and then solve the Nash Equilibrium of the 

extensive-form game. Let Hi be the assembly of the 

information set of the ith participant, let 

( )i hi Hi iA U A h  be the action assembly; where 

( )iA h  is the action assembly of the information set ih . 

A pure strategy of the ith participant is a mapping from 

the information set Hi to the action set Ai (expressed 

in :i i iS H A ); where Si means the Ducal product 

of the action space A(hi) of every information set hi, 

namely ( )
i i

i i
h H

S A h


  .  
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Every strategy combination decides a payoff 

vector (  1 2, , , )nu u u u K ). For all i, if *

iS  

maximizes *( , )i i iU S S
 (or the expected value of Ui; 

and if it is the spontaneous action), so the strategy 

combination S ＊  is a Nash Equilibrium of the 

extensive-form game, i.e.:  

* *arg max ( , )
i i

i i i i i
s S

S u s s


   

If an extensive-form game is the limited game, the 

corresponding strategic game is also the limited game. 

Specially, if the game is a perfect information game, it 

will have a pure strategic Nash Equilibrium.  

Selten (1965) introduced the concept of “subgame 

perfect Nash equilibrium”; it requires the behavior 

rule of the equilibrium strategy to be the most optimal 

on every information set. The subgame G of an 

extensive-form game is composed of a decision node 

  and its all subsequential nodes T (X) (including 

endpoint node); and it meets with the following 

conditions: (1)   is a single-node information set, 

namely  ( )h x x ; (2) for all  x T x , if  x h x  , 

so  x T x . When the accurate expression for the 

subgame is available, the strategy combination of the 

extensive-form game, namely 

* * * *

1 , , , ,i nS S S S L L , is a perfect Nash 

Equilibrium of a subgame [4].  

(2) Nash Equilibrium Principle by reverse 

inductive method  

Actually, the reverse inductive method is the 

application of the iterated elimination of strictly 

dominated strategies in an extensive-form game. 

Provided that a game has two stages, where the 

participant 1 makes action at the stage 1, the 

participant 2 makes action at the stage 2, and the 

participant 2 observes the section of the participant 1 

before making action; A1 is the action space of the 

participant 1 and A2 is the action space of the 

participant 2. Provided that the game turns into the 

stage 2, the selection of the participant 1 at the stage 1 

is given, and 1 1a  , so the participant 2 will face a 

problem as follows:  

2 2

2 1 2( , )
a

axU a a




 

Obviously the optimal choice of the participant 2 

depends on the selection a1 of the participant 1, using 
*

2 2 1( )a R a  to represent the solution of the above 

optimization problem. Since the participant 1 could 

forecast the participant 2 makes action according to 

the rule of *

2 2 1( )a R a at the stage 2 of the game, the 

participant 1 will face a problem as follows at the 

stage 1, i.e.: 

1 1

1 1 2 1( , ( ))
a

axU a R a


  

Letting *

1a  be the optimal solution of the above 

problem, so the subgame perfect Nash Equilibrium of 

the game is *

1 2 1, ( ))a R a（ , the equilibrium outcome 

is * *

1 2 1( , ( ))a R a , which is a perfect equilibrium.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(1) Dynamic game process and results of complete 

information of parties involving in merger and 

acquisition. 

In accordance with the complete information's 

dynamic game principle, the game between both 

parties involving in merger and acquisition (Party I: 

target company; Party II: acquiring company) is 

divided into two stages. At the first stage, Party I 

(target company) selects if it is willing to sell its all 

stock rights; if yes, the second stage of the game starts; 

if not, the game is ended, where the payment obtained 

by both parties is respectively I1 and I2; at the second 

stage, after the target company is acquired and merged, 

Party I and Party II shall make a decision to select the 

Value Support Strategy or the value-emptying 

Strategy; if the former is selected, the payment 

earnings obtained by Party I and Party II will be M1 

and M2 respectively; if the latter is selected [5], the 

payment obtained by Party I and Party II will be P1 

and P2 respectively. The game tree is shown as 

follows:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Merger & Acquisition Game Tree 

Hereinafter the earnings of target company and 

acquiring company before and after acquisition and 

mergers will be calculated respectively.  

Provided that the Game Party I could continuously 

obtain the earnings a every year before making merger 

and acquisition, and could get the one-time earnings 

βNP0 after making merger and acquisition, where N is 

the total share capital, including the non-tradable 

share N1 and the tradable share N2; N1 is non-tradable 

fore making the share reform,   is the ratio of the 

stock rights owned by the Game Party I as the holding 

shareholder; P0 is the transfer price of every share. 
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The Game Party II could obtain the earnings b every 

year before making merger and acquisition, and could 

get the earnings r1 every year when adopting the 

Value Support Strategy and get the earnings r2 every 

year when adopting the Value-emptying Strategy after 

making merger and acquisition. According to the 

common sense, a formula 
2 1a    can be set 

therefrom [6].  

Provided that the Game Party II adopts the Value 

Support Strategy, the payment cost the Game Party II 

will be C; upon the consideration on the market risks 

to be borne by the Game Party II, its probability to get 

the earnings r1 after getting a successful merger and 

acquisition will be  , where (0,1)  ; provided 

that the merger and acquisition support strategy fails, 

it can still get the earnings a every year; provided that 

the Value-emptying Strategy is adopted, the value 

transferred from the target company will be the 

payment of d; after a successful merger and 

acquisition is realized, the Game Party II could 

re-transfer the added company value after managing 

the merged company for t years; provided that the 

re-transfer is realized by adopting the Value-emptying 

Strategy and the re-transfer price is P2, there is a 

relation as follows, namely 
2 0 1     ; provided 

that the discount factor 0,1  ， （ ）.  

In accordance with the model assumption above, 

the function for the respective earnings obtained by 

both game parties at the two stages above can be 

obtained therefrom, namely 

1
1

a
I





, 

2
1

b
I





 and 

1 0NP  .  

 

  

2 1

2 1 1 1

2 1

1 0

1

1

t

t

t

b
a

NP NP C

     


     

  





      


    

  

L

L  

1 0L   ,

 2 1

2 2 2 2

2 0

1

t

t

b
L a

d NP NP

     


  

     


  

L
 

Where: C  is the cost by adopting the Value 

Support Strategy, including the high-quality assets 

invested for the listed company, the cost paid for 

expanding the business scope of the target company 

and integrating management resource; 1

t NP   and 

2

t NP   shows respectively the earnings by 

re-transferring the share rights after implementing the 

Support Strategy or the Emptying Strategy for a time t 

after making merger and acquisition; concurrently it is 

assumed that P1 is the concave function of C, letting:  

R1=  1+ 2 
2+…+ t-1 

1 

A= a+ 2a+…+ t-1a 

R2=  2+ 2 
2+…+ t-1 

2 

So M2 and L2 are modified as follows:    

M2=
1

b


+a+ R1+(1- )A+  t  NP1(C)-  NP0-C 

L2=
1

b


+a+ R2+d+ t  NP2(c)-  NP0 

Use the backward induction approach to solve the 

dynamic game Nash equilibrium of a merger and 

acquisition.    

Firstly it is required to calculate the strategy option 

of the Game Party II at the second stage. Obviously 

the Game Party II will adopt the Value Support 

Strategy when M2﹥L2, the acquiring company will 

invest its high-quality assets for the target company so 

as to improve operation management and integrate all 

usable resources; so:  

M2﹥L2  R1+(1- )A- R2+  t  N(P1(c)- P2(c)) 

﹥d+c, 

Letting g1=  R1+(1-  )A-  R2,g2=  t  N(P1(c)- 

P2(c), so:  

g1+g2﹥d+c 

As for the inequation, where g1 shows the 

difference between the total operating yield obtained 

by adopting the Value Support Strategy and the Value 

Emptying Strategy; g2 shows the difference between 

the re-transfer earnings by adopting the Value Support 

Strategy and the Value Emptying Strategy; g1+ g2 

shows the difference between the total earnings by 

adopting the Value Support Strategy and the Value 

Emptying Strategy; d+c shows the difference between 

the total costs paid for adopting the Value Support 

Strategy and the Value Emptying Strategy. As for the 

Game Party II, its strategy option decides the earnings 

increased by the strategy and the cost to be paid by 

itself; when the earnings of two strategies are higher 

than the costs, namely when g1+ g2＞d+c, the Game 

Party II will adopt the Value Support Strategy; on the 

contrary when the earnings are less than the cost, 

namely when g1+ g2﹤d+c, the Game Party II will 

adopt the Value Emptying Strategy [7].  

Secondly it is required to calculate the strategy of 

the Game Party I at the first stage. In view of the 
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earnings function, whichever the strategy adopted by 

the Game Party II is, the earnings obtained by the 

Game Party I shall not change, namely M1= L1, 

therefore the behavior of the Game Party I is decided 

by I1 and M1; when I1＜M1, the Game Party I shall 

make a selection to sell; when I1＞M1, the Game Party 

I shall make a selection to refuse to sell.  

When I1＜M1 P0＞
1

a


×

1

N
,  

the Game Party I selects to sell; Its economic 

significance is: as long as the price of the shares held 

by the Game Party I exceeds the yield of net asset 

value per share from its continuous business operation, 

the Game Party I is voluntary to transfer its share 

rights; otherwise the Game Party I shall keep on 

business operation without accepting any merger and 

acquisition.  

However at present, the merger and acquisition 

pricing of the listed company of China is not rational. 

Since most of listed companies in China are formed 

by reforming the state-owned enterprises, and a sole 

majority shareholder dominates; before making the 

share reform, the merger and acquisition pricing is 

almost on the basis of the net asset value per share, 

which makes the negotiated price lower a bit, and 

which is far less than the market price of the tradable 

share [8]; therefore all Chinese listed companies face 

with the adverse selection when making merger and 

acquisition. 

Hereinafter a function phenomenon is used to 

analyze the merger and acquisition strategy option of 

both game parties. The known P1 is the concave 

function of C, so g1 is the concave function of C too 

(see Figure 2 as follows).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Difference between capital-based earnings from 

Support Strategy and Emptying Strategy. 

As for the inequation g1+g2＞d+c, it can be shown 

by Figure 3 as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Region distribution of Value Support and Emptying 

Strategy Implemented by Acquirer.  

From the Figure above, it can be seen that C1 

shows the difference between the total earnings 

obtained by the acquirer by implementing Value 

Support Strategy and Value Emptying Strategy; C2 

shows the difference between the total cost of the 

acquirer for implementing Value Support Strategy and 

Value Emptying Strategy; the region O is the region 

in which the acquirer implements the Value Support 

Strategy [9]; in such region, the difference between 

the earnings obtained by the acquirer by implementing 

Value Support Strategy and Value Emptying Strategy 

is higher than its cost difference, namely g1+ g2＞d+c; 

moreover as d increases (d is the value transferred 

from the target company), the C2 curve moves 

horizontally towards the top left, which causes the 

region O smaller and smaller; when d＞g1, namely the 

horizontal movement of the C2 curve towards the top 

left exceeds the intercept item of the C1 curve (i.e.: 

g1= R1+(1- )A- R2), the acquirer will change the 

Value Support Strategy into the Value Emptying 

Strategy; at this moment the region at which the 

equilibrium point stays is P, but the Nash equilibrium 

is (sold, value empted).  

Accordingly the conclusion 1 can be made 

therefrom: the better the quality of the target company 

is, the more the value to be converted is, and the 

easier the value is transferred after making merger and 

acquisition; whereas the acquirer will implement the 

emptying strategy [10], namely the adverse selection 

accompanies always with the merger and acquisition 

of a listed company. 

Make a further analysis, namely when other 

conditions are constant without change, the larger the 

value C is, the higher the cost when implementing the 

Value Support Strategy is; when C＞e* and g1+ g2＜
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d+c, the Nash equilibrium point stays at the region q, 

namely the acquirer shall start implementing the 

Value Emptying Strategy. At this moment the Nash 

equilibrium is (sold, value empted), and the 

corresponding region is q.  

In view of the market risk  , since A＜R1, so the 

higher the market risk is, the smaller the   is; in 

such case the intercept item, namely 

g1=  R1+(1-  )A-  R2 of the function C1= g1+ 

g2= R1+(1- )A- R2+
t  N(P1(c)- P2) will reduce, 

the curve C1 will drop and the value support region O 

will reduce too. 

However in view of the discount factor, since 

0,1 （ ） and when   decreases progressively, the 

curvature of the function 
2 1 2 ( ( ) )tg N P c P    

will reduce, the curve C1 will drop, namely the value 

support strategy region O will reduce too. By 

gathering up the results above, the conclusion 2 can be 

obtained as follows:  

When other conditions are given, the higher the 

cost when the acquirer implements the Value Support 

Strategy is, the easier the target company is emptied. 

The higher the market risk is, the easier the target 

company is emptied; the more the attention paid by 

the acquirer to the short-term interest is (i.e.: the lesser 

the discount factor   is), the easier the target 

company is to empty value [11]. 

(2) Pricing efficiency and strategy selection of 

merger and acquisition in full circulation times  

In the full circulation times, the institutional 

difference between the tradable shares and the 

non-tradable shares (namely one share two systems) 

has been relieved, therefore the same shares and the 

same equity has the same price, the share pricing 

marketiztion is realized gradually; moreover the law 

of value can be well observed, which is beneficial to 

improve the resource configuration efficiency.  

From the above game models, it can be seen that 

the impacts of the full circulation on the game 

equilibrium are mainly manifested by the transfer 

price P1 (after the acquirer implements the Value 

Support Strategy and runs the business for several 

years); at this moment, the market price P1 may be 

higher than the negotiated price before making share 

reform; therefore the merger and acquisition success 

probability   increases accordingly. Meanwhile the 

stock market efficiency will be improved hugely in 

the full circulation times, and the Value Support 

Strategy of the acquirer may improve the company 

performance, which is mainly manifested by the rising 

price of the tier-2 market; besides the preference of 

investors may further improve the PE ratio (price  

earning ratio. Upon the equal effort level, the merger 

and acquisition price in the full circulation times is 

always higher than the negotiated transfer price (using 

the net asset value per share as the pricing basis) 

before making share reform; in a similar way, 

provided that the acquirer adopts the Value Emptying 

Strategy, the value of the target company will be 

transferred, the corporate value will drop hugely, and 

more and more investors will vote with their feet, and 

it will decline on the tier 2 market, even decline to a 

value less than the net asset value per share. From 

which it can be known in the full circulation times, 

since the share price tends to observe the law of value 

day after day, the Value Support Strategy or the Value 

Emptying Strategy adopted by the acquirer will 

directly be manifested by the huge fluctuation of the 

share price on the tier-2 market; therefore the 

difference between the re-transfer earnings obtained 

by the acquirer by implementing such two strategies 

will expand, the P1（e）-P2 of the game function will 

enlarge; Therefore the acquirer is pushed to adopt the 

Value Support Strategy; which is manifested by the 

expansion of the Value Support Strategy Region O in 

the above diagrams. Meanwhile, the full circulation 

improves the post transfer price of the acquirer and 

pushes the acquirer to hold more and more shares of 

the target company so as to obtain more earnings from 

the difference in price on the tier-2 market. From the 

above game models, it can be seen the shareholding 

ratio   coefficient of the large shareholder may 

increase, which then causes the curvature of the 

function C1= R1+(1- )A- R2+
t   N(P1(c)- P2) 

to increase and make further the Value Support 

Strategy Region O enlarge when other conditions are 

unchanged.  

Upon the comprehensive comparison on the equity 

division times and the full circulation times, in the 

process of the dynamic game of merger and 

acquisition, the earnings from the difference in price 

of the acquirer, namely P1(c)- P2, will increase, the 

probability   to get the earnings from a successful 

merger and acquisition may increase, the shareholding 

ratio   of the acquirer may increase; all these 

factors cause the Value Support Strategy region O of 

the acquirer to enlarge; its fundamental reason is the 

one that the post transfer price of the target company 

in the full circulation times is based on the price of the 

tier-2 market; where the observation to the law of 

value causes the same share and the same equity to 

have the same price, which then constrains the 

adverse selection existed in the process of merger and 

acquisition of the listed company, improves the 

pricing efficiency of merger and acquisition, and 

pushes to improve the merger and acquisition 

efficiency.
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IV. MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the author, by adopting the two-stage 

complete information dynamic game model and by 

using the backward induction to solve the Nash 

equilibrium of a game, focuses on discussing the 

interest game Nash equilibrium of both parties before 

and after a full circulation. Through the study, it is 

found there is generally the reverse selection option in 

the merger and acquisition of the listed company 

before realizing a full circulation. The better the 

quality of the target company is, the more the 

transferable value is, the easier the acquisition value is 

transferred by the acquirer, the more the possibility 

that the acquirer adopts the value emptying strategy, 

such phenomenon becomes more serious for the 

merger and acquisition of the state-owned enterprises. 

When other conditions are not changed, the higher the 

cost the acquirer implements the Value Support 

Strategy, the higher the market risk is, the shorter the 

term in which the acquirer launches the merger and 

acquisition behavior is, so the acquirer will have more 

preference to implement the Value Emptying Strategy 

for the acquired company.  

In a full circulation times, the institutional source 

causing a long-term distortion to share pricing 

mechanism can be eliminated completely, the interest 

of the acquirer is more manifested by the market 

performance of the target company (after the merger 

and acquisition is done); moreover in the full 

circulation times, the share market effectiveness may 

be improved hugely, the share market can reflect the 

long-term operating values of both parties, more and 

more blue chip target companies become the objects 

of merger and acquisition, and the reverse selection 

existed in the merger and acquisition of the listed 

company is thence restrained; moreover the acquiring 

company may hold more stock rights of the acquired 

company and adopt the Value Support Strategy to 

keep on investing the high-quality assets for the target 

company so as to improve the corporate governance 

structure, improve the level of operation and 

management, foster the core competitiveness of the 

target company, and give full play to the synergistic 

effect; therefore in the full circulation times, the 

merger and acquisition market may tend to become 

prosperous day after day, the pricing mechanism may 

tend to become prosperous day after day, and may 

realize its marketization gradually. To sum up, the 

merger and acquisition efficiency of the listed 

company in the full circulation times may be 

improved fundamentally.  
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